Word of the Day
Summer Term 2020
Week 2 - 27th April 2020

'Words unlock the doors to a world of
understanding...'

This Week's Words
Grasshopper

Shinobi

alone
again
whistle
caught
deal

vibrate
curious
cruel
serene
stutter

Vocabulary Ninja

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
alone
(adjective)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(a-lone)

When you are alone, you are not with any other
people.

Alex was alone on the playground.

Phrases:

scared and alone

alone and afraid

alone, but brave

Challenge:
Synonym :

lone
single

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
again
(adverb)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(a-gain)

You use again to indicate that something happens a second
time, or after it has already happened before.

Jenny rolled the dice again and rolled a six.

Phrases:

again and again

tried again

over and over again

Challenge:
Synonym :

repeat

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
whistle
(verb / noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(whis-tle)

When you whistle or when you whistle a tune, you make
a series of musical notes by forcing your breath out between
your lips, or your teeth.

Paul whistled as he walked onto the playground.

Phrases:

whistled loudly

whistling a tune

whistled for my attention

Challenge:
Synonym :

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
caught
(verb)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(caught)

If you catch a person or animal, you capture them
after chasing them, or by using a trap, net, or other device.
Caught is the past tense.

Alexander caught Julie in the playground game.

Phrases:

caught my attention

caught a glimpse

caught me

Challenge:
Synonym :

sieze
grab

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

release

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
deal
(noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(deal)

If you make a deal, do a deal, or cut a deal, you complete an
agreement or an arrangement with someone, especially in
business.

It was a deal, completed work for early playtime.

Phrases:

it was a deal

I’ll make you a deal

it’s a deal

Challenge:
Synonym :

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-t
-s

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

vibrate
(vi-brate)

Word Class

(verb)

If something vibrates or if you vibrate it, it shakes
with repeated small, quick movements.

The classroom vibrated as the train rolled past.

Phrases:

continued to vibrate

vibrated through my body

felt the vibrations

Challenge:
Synonym :

quiver
shake
tremble

Use WOD with a rhyming word.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-ion

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

curious

Word Class

(adjective)

(cu-ri-ous)

If you are curious about something, you are
interested in it and want to know more about it.

Phoebe was curious about what the next lesson was.

Phrases:

extremely curious

it was very curious

curiously looked inside

Challenge:

Use WOD with a rhyming word.

Synonym :

inquisitive
interested

Antonym :

uninterested

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ly

Shinobi Word of the Day
cruel

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

Word Class

(adjective)

(cru-el)

Someone who is cruel deliberately causes pain
or distress to people or animals.

Fred had been cruel during playtime to everyone.

Phrases:

cruel and rude

cruel and unforgiving

it was a cruel action

Challenge:
Synonym :

brutal
savage

Use WOD with a rhyming word.

Antonym :

merciful

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ly

Shinobi Word of the Day
serene

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Word Class

(adjective)

(se-rene)

Definition: Someone or something that is serene is calm and quiet.
Finally the school was a serene place, only the caretaker
remained.

Phrases:

beautiful, calm and serene

a serene setting

it was worryingly serene

Challenge:
Synonym :

calm
tranquil

Use WOD with a rhyming word.

Antonym :

turbulent

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ly

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

stutter
(stut-ter)

Word Class

(verb)

If someone stutters, they have difficulty speaking
because they find it hard to say the first sound of a
word.

Julia stuttered with nerves as she read her
poem in assembly.

Phrases:
Challenge:

stuttered nervously as

the car slowly stuttered

Use WOD with a rhyming word.

Synonym :

stumble
stammer

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-s
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